Description
Recessed Canopy Coverage Extensions provide increased coverage of the recessed canopy flange against the ceiling or wall material where it is installed. The primary purpose is to allow for increased distance between the finished surface of the building interior and the recessed sprinkler assembly. AHJs within certain earthquake zones require a minimum of 1” space between the sprinkler or sprinkler drop and the material it penetrates. Can also be used to provide coverage for oversized holes cut in finish material from previous sprinkler placements. Fits most existing recess sprinkler canopies and is compatible with all FPPI Recessed Canopys.

Installation
No tools are required for installation of the Recessed Canopy Coverage Extension. Simply slide the recessed escutcheon skirt through the ID of the coverage extension then install or re-install the recessed escutcheon skirt on to the retainer. Press the recessed skirt firmly into place against the interior surface the sprinkler penetrates without causing the interior surface to be moved or lifted by the recessed skirt/coverage extension. Follow sprinkler manufacturers instructions regarding the installation of sprinklers in recessed applications. May be used either horizontally or vertically.

Specifications

**Material:**
.020” Cold Rolled Steel

**Standard finishes:**
Chrome
White

**Coverage:**
5” x 1 3/4” ID

**Item Numbers:**
01-491 5” Coverage Chrome
01-493 5” Coverage White